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Introduction
Fast time measurements for Higgs Factory detectors?

• ToF traditionally widely used eg in heavy ion experiments (STAR, NA61/SHINE, ALICE)

• significant hardware progress: 10ps timing and better in reach, e.g. LGADs & Co

• HL-LHC:  ATLAS & CMS implement fast timing layers for pile-up mitigation, LGADs and crystals with 

SiPMs (30-40ps)

• Can Higgs Factories profit?


• reject hits from other BX or backscatter ~ O(ns) sufficient, foreseen already (eg CLICdp)

• integrate time information into ParticleFlow(5D) => work starting, probably O(100ps) can already 

achieve a lot

• This talk: ToF for Kaon and proton identification (PID)?  

• What can we gain?

• with TPC, i.e. dE/dx

• without TPC


• Today:

• State-of-the-Art ToF reconstruction in ILD

• Benefit for PID 



State-of-the-Art ToF
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Working principle
The basic ingredients
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Basic idea of TOF pID

p
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 Widely used by heavy-ion experiments (STAR, NA61/SHINE, ALICE)

 But new technologies (10-30 ps) bring new challenges

 Is it still relevant at CME 250 GeV?

ILD full reconstruction
perfect time resolution
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Track Length 
The first surprise….

• precise track length very important for 
𝚫T < 100ps!


• rule of thumb: 𝚫T=10 ps  ~ 𝚫L = 3 mm

• which track parameters?

• from which track state? 

impression of how �T = 10 ps is achievable. On the contrary, at the moment of writing, there475

are no existing studies on measuring the track length resolution �L for any tracking system,476

and if �L = 3mm is easily achievable or not and whether it depends on the momentum or477

angle of a particle. The STAR experiment quotes their TPC total track length resolution to478

be �L < 5mm [55]. No information is given on how this number was obtained, which makes479

it likely an intelligent guess or a rough approximation, which can be far from the truth in480

certain circumstances. The individual effects of two TOF resolution scenarios and track length481

resolution from STAR are compared in Fig. 6.9, highlighting the importance of the track length482

resolution studies with increasingly better TOF resolutions.483

(a) �T = 100 ps (b) �T = 20ps

Figure 6.9: A comparison of �T and �L effects for TOF PID using track length resolution

from the STAR experiment assuming modest and novel TOF resolution scenarios.

Figure 6.9a shows a scenario with the modest �T = 100 ps as in the STAR experiment, illus-484

trating that TOF resolution is the dominant uncertainty source over the track length resolution.485

Figure 6.9b shows a scenario with the novel �T = 20 ps, which is assumed to be achievable at486

future Higgs factory experiments, illustrating that TOF resolution has comparable scale to the487

track length resolution. The track length resolution also becomes a limiting factor for the TOF488

PID performance with increasingly better TOF resolutions. This fact motivates a deeper look489

into the track length reconstruction in ILD that follows in Section 6.4.490
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Track length resolution effects
100 ps

time res. is dominant
20 ps

trk. len. res. is non-negligible 

Note: ΔL/L = 0.002 serves as an example
and can be an under/over-estimationRule of thumb: ΔT = 10 ps ~ ΔL = 3 mm

100 ps: 𝚫T dominant 20 ps: 𝚫L dominant 
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with perfect 𝚫T 

Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688

39

ILD IDR

method

The mass-squared distributions are significantly less affected by the momentum than the665

track length. As seen from Eq. (6.13), the momentum contribution to the uncertainty is sup-666

pressed by �2. Using the momentum reconstructed at the ECAL or the harmonic mean average667

improves the bias of the peak position.668

6.6 The comparison of previous and current state-of-the-669

art methods670

This section compares the current state-of-the-art method that is the result of the reconstruction

improvements performed in this study, which are detailed in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5, with

the previous state-of-the-art method reconstruction that has been used in 2020 for ILD MC

samples production and in ILD IDR. The results of this section highlight how the previous

sub-optimal reconstruction of the track length limited the performance of TOF PID even with

the assumed perfect TOF resolution. The previous state-of-the-art method calculated the track

length and the mass as follows:

L =
'IP � 'ECAL

⌦IP

p
1 + tan2 �IP (6.29)

m2c4 = (pc)2IP ·

✓
c2T 2

L2
� 1

◆
(6.30)

Equation (6.29) is very similar to Eq. (6.14) discussed in Section 6.4. It calculates the track

length using helix parameters reconstructed at the IP, assuming a perfectly helical track. The

previous state-of-the-art method defined in Eq. (6.29) does not account for singularity ambiguity

and may reconstruct negative track length when �' and ⌦ signs appear opposite, which has

been corrected for in Eq. (6.14) during the development of the better track length reconstruction

algorithm. The mass reconstruction used by the previous state-of-the-art method, defined in

Eq. (6.30) used momentum at the IP and had no correction for energy loss, which is discussed

in Section 6.5. The current state-of-the-art method derived from this study reconstructs the

track length and the mass-squared as follows:

L =
Nhits�1X

i=1

Li =
Nhits�1X

i=1

����
zi+1 � zi
tan�i

����
p
1 + tan2 �i , (6.31)

m2c4 =
⌦
(pc)2

↵
HM

·

✓
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L2
� 1

◆
(6.32)
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Figure 6.9: A comparison of �T and �L effects for TOF PID using track length resolution

from the STAR experiment assuming modest and novel TOF resolution scenarios.

Figure 6.9a shows a scenario with the modest �T = 100 ps as in the STAR experiment, illus-484

trating that TOF resolution is the dominant uncertainty source over the track length resolution.485

Figure 6.9b shows a scenario with the novel �T = 20 ps, which is assumed to be achievable at486

future Higgs factory experiments, illustrating that TOF resolution has comparable scale to the487

track length resolution. The track length resolution also becomes a limiting factor for the TOF488

PID performance with increasingly better TOF resolutions. This fact motivates a deeper look489

into the track length reconstruction in ILD that follows in Section 6.4.490
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The mass-squared distributions are significantly less affected by the momentum than the665

track length. As seen from Eq. (6.13), the momentum contribution to the uncertainty is sup-666

pressed by �2. Using the momentum reconstructed at the ECAL or the harmonic mean average667

improves the bias of the peak position.668
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This section compares the current state-of-the-art method that is the result of the reconstruction
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the previous state-of-the-art method reconstruction that has been used in 2020 for ILD MC

samples production and in ILD IDR. The results of this section highlight how the previous

sub-optimal reconstruction of the track length limited the performance of TOF PID even with

the assumed perfect TOF resolution. The previous state-of-the-art method calculated the track

length and the mass as follows:

L =
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⌦IP

p
1 + tan2 �IP (6.29)

m2c4 = (pc)2IP ·
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Equation (6.29) is very similar to Eq. (6.14) discussed in Section 6.4. It calculates the track

length using helix parameters reconstructed at the IP, assuming a perfectly helical track. The

previous state-of-the-art method defined in Eq. (6.29) does not account for singularity ambiguity

and may reconstruct negative track length when �' and ⌦ signs appear opposite, which has

been corrected for in Eq. (6.14) during the development of the better track length reconstruction

algorithm. The mass reconstruction used by the previous state-of-the-art method, defined in

Eq. (6.30) used momentum at the IP and had no correction for energy loss, which is discussed

in Section 6.5. The current state-of-the-art method derived from this study reconstructs the

track length and the mass-squared as follows:

L =
Nhits�1X

i=1

Li =
Nhits�1X

i=1
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zi+1 � zi
tan�i

����
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and may reconstruct negative track length when �' and ⌦ signs appear opposite, which has

been corrected for in Eq. (6.14) during the development of the better track length reconstruction

algorithm. The mass reconstruction used by the previous state-of-the-art method, defined in

Eq. (6.30) used momentum at the IP and had no correction for energy loss, which is discussed

in Section 6.5. The current state-of-the-art method derived from this study reconstructs the

track length and the mass-squared as follows:
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Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688
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The mass-squared distributions are significantly less affected by the momentum than the665

track length. As seen from Eq. (6.13), the momentum contribution to the uncertainty is sup-666

pressed by �2. Using the momentum reconstructed at the ECAL or the harmonic mean average667

improves the bias of the peak position.668

6.6 The comparison of previous and current state-of-the-669

art methods670

This section compares the current state-of-the-art method that is the result of the reconstruction

improvements performed in this study, which are detailed in Section 6.4 and Section 6.5, with

the previous state-of-the-art method reconstruction that has been used in 2020 for ILD MC

samples production and in ILD IDR. The results of this section highlight how the previous

sub-optimal reconstruction of the track length limited the performance of TOF PID even with

the assumed perfect TOF resolution. The previous state-of-the-art method calculated the track

length and the mass as follows:
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c.f. also arXiv: 2107.02031 (W.Mitaroff)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.02031
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6.4 Track length reconstruction491

This section compares the effects of different track length reconstruction algorithms developed492

and tested throughout this study. All reconstruction algorithms calculate the track length493

from the point of the closest approach to the beam collision point, which is assumed to be at494

(0, 0, 0), to the entry point of the extrapolated track at the ECAL surface. The true TOF is used495

throughout this section, assuming the perfect TOF resolution at the ECAL surface. Timing496

information is unavailable at the ECAL surface directly in the ILD MC samples. Thus, an497

ECAL hit is used to approximate the true TOF at the ECAL surface as well as possible. True498

TOF is defined as the MC truth time of the closest ECAL hit to the track extrapolation point499

at the ECAL surface corrected for the distance d travelled from the ECAL surface to the centre500

of the ECAL hit, assuming the speed of light. The above-described method of determining the501

true TOF at the ECAL surface is illustrated in Fig. 6.10.502

Figure 6.10: The true TOF to the ECAL surface is defined using MC truth time of the closest

hit to the extrapolated track position at the ECAL surface correcting for the distance between

the surface and the ECAL hit centre, assuming the particle travels with the speed of light

through absorber layers before first sensitive volume.

The d/c correction is crucial, as ILD has two absorber layers between the ECAL surface and503

the first sensitive layer, making a visible delay if uncorrected. The reconstructed momentum504

at the IP is used for calculating m2 throughout this section. The impact of the momentum505

reconstruction on TOF PID is further discussed in Section 6.5.506
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Figure 7.3: A reconstructed shower of a ⇡� particle entering the barrel region of ILD ECAL

(filled blue area) from the bottom. A solid black line is a linear extrapolation of the track. Small

squares are ECAL hits. Highlighted ECAL hits in red are selected for the TOF reconstruction

by the previous algorithm.

selection is to take ECAL hits from the MIP-like part of the shower and ignore outliers or hits1174

that start to shower substantially. Figure 7.4 shows the residual of the reconstructed TOF with1175

the previous state-of-the-art algorithm compared to the true TOF.1176

The distribution core fits in a Gaussian with the standard deviation 17.35 ps, which cor-1177

responds to an average of 8.3 independent measurements with 50 ps resolution, which agrees1178

with the method using at most 10 ECAL hits when adding some shower effects. Besides the1179

distribution core, long asymmetric non-gaussian tails are visible in Fig. 7.4b. Calculating the1180

standard deviation of the entire distribution yields 2.42 ns, which is fifty times larger than the1181

single ECAL hit resolution. In order to have an estimate that would be more accurate than tak-1182

ing the standard deviation of the full distribution and yet not overestimating the performance1183

by excluding non-gaussian tails entirely when taking the standard deviation of the Gaussian1184

fit, the RMS90 is used. The RMS90 is the standard deviation of the shortest interval con-1185

taining 90% of the distribution. In other words, the RMS of the distribution where the 10%1186

of the outmost outliers are ignored. The RMS90 is 24.92 ps for the abovementioned method,1187

which ignores 10% of outmost outlier. The hit selection of the previous method has several1188

drawbacks. Firstly, there is no quality check on how far the closest ECAL hit is. Figure 7.31189

showcases an example where the 8th ECAL layer is missing a hit along the MIP-like part of the1190

shower, resulting in the closest available hit selected significantly far to the left, outside of the1191

64

ECal

𝛑± ↑

• Baseline ILD IDR: take closest hit to extrapolated track in each layer

• New: “Cylinder” - optimised outlier rejection in terms of


• radius from track 

• median hit time


• for 50 ps hit time resolution achieve 𝚫T = 17 ps ToF 

17 ps
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64

ECal
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• Baseline ILD IDR: take closest hit to extrapolated track in each layer

• New: “Cylinder” - optimised outlier rejection in terms of


• radius from track 

• median hit time


• for 50 ps hit time resolution achieve 𝚫T = 17 ps ToF 

surviving both transverse radial cut R and then time interval cut to the median Tcut selections1208

are used to calculate the average using Eq. (7.2). A new selection should solve the drawbacks1209

of the previous method described above. In order to find optimal cut parameters R and Tcut,1210

the scan has been performed, looking for the RMS90 minimum. Figure 7.5 presents the result1211

of scanning different values of R and Tcut. The minimum is found around R = 10.3mm and

Figure 7.5: RMS90 of the novel TOF reconstruction algorithm in ps with different values of

the R and Tcut done on a smaller subset of the MC samples assuming 50 ps ECAL hit time

resolution.
1212

Tcut = 171 ps, which are further used in this study. The size of the ECAL cells in the ILD1213

geometry used in this study is 5mm ⇥ 5mm. Too small R results in too many ECAL hits1214

being discarded, thus deteriorating TOF reconstruction, as seen by increasing RMS90 closer1215

to R = 4mm. Hits too far away from the track extrapolation line have the time distorted1216

by the shower propagation and are not helpful for the TOF reconstruction. The optimal R is1217

slightly above the width of two cells. Too strict Tcut results in too many usable ECAL hits being1218

discarded, as some of them are naturally smeared with the assumed resolution of 50 ps. With1219

50 ps ECAL hit resolution about 4.2% of hits are still naturally smeared within the range of 1001220

– 150 ps. Too large cut values of Tcut slowly accept more outliers from the shower propagation.1221

The optimal Tcut is about 3.4 times the assumed intrinsic ECAL hit time resolution. Given the1222

optimal cuts, the previous and current state-of-the-art methods are compared in Fig. 7.6.1223

Figure 7.6 shows substantially reduced and more symmetrical non-gaussian tails of the novel1224

method. The novel method shows a relatively similar standard deviation of the distribution1225
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(a) Linear scale (b) Logarithmic scale.

Figure 7.6: A residual of the TOF reconstructed with the previous (black) and current (blue)

state-of-the-art methods assuming 50 ps ECAL hit time resolution. A Gaussian function is fitted

to the core of the distributions for the previous method in red and the current in magenta.

core 17.1mm, which corresponds to an average of 8.55 independent measurements with 50 ps1226

resolution. A slight increase compared to the previous method is caused by more than one1227

hit per layer being allowed if it is within the cut distance R to the extrapolated track line.1228

Nevertheless, the major constraint comes from the number of layers equipped with timing. The1229

total standard deviation remains large, which may be explained by the confusion of the showers1230

and wrong track extrapolation - the reconstruction mistakes that happen independently of the1231

method. The RMS90 has improved significantly and now is 17 ps. Notably, the RMS90 of1232

the novel method is smaller than the standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian, meaning that1233

by removing the outermost 10% of the distribution, the parts of the Gaussian distribution1234

are also removed. By removing parts of the Gaussian tails, the RMS90 of the distribution1235

becomes smaller than the standard deviation of the Gaussian. Thus, with the novel TOF1236

reconstruction, the non-gaussian tails of the distribution contain less than 10% of the particles,1237

which is a considerable improvement in the efficiency of the TOF reconstruction method.1238
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Figure 7.3: A reconstructed shower of a ⇡� particle entering the barrel region of ILD ECAL

(filled blue area) from the bottom. A solid black line is a linear extrapolation of the track. Small

squares are ECAL hits. Highlighted ECAL hits in red are selected for the TOF reconstruction

by the previous algorithm.
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that start to shower substantially. Figure 7.4 shows the residual of the reconstructed TOF with1175

the previous state-of-the-art algorithm compared to the true TOF.1176
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responds to an average of 8.3 independent measurements with 50 ps resolution, which agrees1178

with the method using at most 10 ECAL hits when adding some shower effects. Besides the1179
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which ignores 10% of outmost outlier. The hit selection of the previous method has several1188

drawbacks. Firstly, there is no quality check on how far the closest ECAL hit is. Figure 7.31189

showcases an example where the 8th ECAL layer is missing a hit along the MIP-like part of the1190

shower, resulting in the closest available hit selected significantly far to the left, outside of the1191
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• Baseline ILD IDR: take closest hit to extrapolated track in each layer

• New: “Cylinder” - optimised outlier rejection in terms of


• radius from track 

• median hit time


• for 50 ps hit time resolution achieve 𝚫T = 17 ps ToF 

surviving both transverse radial cut R and then time interval cut to the median Tcut selections1208

are used to calculate the average using Eq. (7.2). A new selection should solve the drawbacks1209

of the previous method described above. In order to find optimal cut parameters R and Tcut,1210

the scan has been performed, looking for the RMS90 minimum. Figure 7.5 presents the result1211

of scanning different values of R and Tcut. The minimum is found around R = 10.3mm and

Figure 7.5: RMS90 of the novel TOF reconstruction algorithm in ps with different values of

the R and Tcut done on a smaller subset of the MC samples assuming 50 ps ECAL hit time

resolution.
1212

Tcut = 171 ps, which are further used in this study. The size of the ECAL cells in the ILD1213

geometry used in this study is 5mm ⇥ 5mm. Too small R results in too many ECAL hits1214

being discarded, thus deteriorating TOF reconstruction, as seen by increasing RMS90 closer1215

to R = 4mm. Hits too far away from the track extrapolation line have the time distorted1216

by the shower propagation and are not helpful for the TOF reconstruction. The optimal R is1217

slightly above the width of two cells. Too strict Tcut results in too many usable ECAL hits being1218

discarded, as some of them are naturally smeared with the assumed resolution of 50 ps. With1219

50 ps ECAL hit resolution about 4.2% of hits are still naturally smeared within the range of 1001220

– 150 ps. Too large cut values of Tcut slowly accept more outliers from the shower propagation.1221

The optimal Tcut is about 3.4 times the assumed intrinsic ECAL hit time resolution. Given the1222

optimal cuts, the previous and current state-of-the-art methods are compared in Fig. 7.6.1223

Figure 7.6 shows substantially reduced and more symmetrical non-gaussian tails of the novel1224

method. The novel method shows a relatively similar standard deviation of the distribution1225
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Figure 7.6: A residual of the TOF reconstructed with the previous (black) and current (blue)

state-of-the-art methods assuming 50 ps ECAL hit time resolution. A Gaussian function is fitted

to the core of the distributions for the previous method in red and the current in magenta.

core 17.1mm, which corresponds to an average of 8.55 independent measurements with 50 ps1226

resolution. A slight increase compared to the previous method is caused by more than one1227

hit per layer being allowed if it is within the cut distance R to the extrapolated track line.1228

Nevertheless, the major constraint comes from the number of layers equipped with timing. The1229

total standard deviation remains large, which may be explained by the confusion of the showers1230

and wrong track extrapolation - the reconstruction mistakes that happen independently of the1231

method. The RMS90 has improved significantly and now is 17 ps. Notably, the RMS90 of1232

the novel method is smaller than the standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian, meaning that1233

by removing the outermost 10% of the distribution, the parts of the Gaussian distribution1234

are also removed. By removing parts of the Gaussian tails, the RMS90 of the distribution1235

becomes smaller than the standard deviation of the Gaussian. Thus, with the novel TOF1236

reconstruction, the non-gaussian tails of the distribution contain less than 10% of the particles,1237

which is a considerable improvement in the efficiency of the TOF reconstruction method.1238
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Methods for Calo ToF Reconstruction I
Cylinder Method

Figure 7.3: A reconstructed shower of a ⇡� particle entering the barrel region of ILD ECAL

(filled blue area) from the bottom. A solid black line is a linear extrapolation of the track. Small

squares are ECAL hits. Highlighted ECAL hits in red are selected for the TOF reconstruction

by the previous algorithm.
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fit, the RMS90 is used. The RMS90 is the standard deviation of the shortest interval con-1185

taining 90% of the distribution. In other words, the RMS of the distribution where the 10%1186

of the outmost outliers are ignored. The RMS90 is 24.92 ps for the abovementioned method,1187

which ignores 10% of outmost outlier. The hit selection of the previous method has several1188

drawbacks. Firstly, there is no quality check on how far the closest ECAL hit is. Figure 7.31189

showcases an example where the 8th ECAL layer is missing a hit along the MIP-like part of the1190

shower, resulting in the closest available hit selected significantly far to the left, outside of the1191
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are used to calculate the average using Eq. (7.2). A new selection should solve the drawbacks1209

of the previous method described above. In order to find optimal cut parameters R and Tcut,1210
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of scanning different values of R and Tcut. The minimum is found around R = 10.3mm and
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resolution.
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Tcut = 171 ps, which are further used in this study. The size of the ECAL cells in the ILD1213

geometry used in this study is 5mm ⇥ 5mm. Too small R results in too many ECAL hits1214

being discarded, thus deteriorating TOF reconstruction, as seen by increasing RMS90 closer1215

to R = 4mm. Hits too far away from the track extrapolation line have the time distorted1216

by the shower propagation and are not helpful for the TOF reconstruction. The optimal R is1217

slightly above the width of two cells. Too strict Tcut results in too many usable ECAL hits being1218

discarded, as some of them are naturally smeared with the assumed resolution of 50 ps. With1219

50 ps ECAL hit resolution about 4.2% of hits are still naturally smeared within the range of 1001220

– 150 ps. Too large cut values of Tcut slowly accept more outliers from the shower propagation.1221

The optimal Tcut is about 3.4 times the assumed intrinsic ECAL hit time resolution. Given the1222

optimal cuts, the previous and current state-of-the-art methods are compared in Fig. 7.6.1223

Figure 7.6 shows substantially reduced and more symmetrical non-gaussian tails of the novel1224

method. The novel method shows a relatively similar standard deviation of the distribution1225
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Figure 7.6: A residual of the TOF reconstructed with the previous (black) and current (blue)

state-of-the-art methods assuming 50 ps ECAL hit time resolution. A Gaussian function is fitted

to the core of the distributions for the previous method in red and the current in magenta.

core 17.1mm, which corresponds to an average of 8.55 independent measurements with 50 ps1226

resolution. A slight increase compared to the previous method is caused by more than one1227

hit per layer being allowed if it is within the cut distance R to the extrapolated track line.1228

Nevertheless, the major constraint comes from the number of layers equipped with timing. The1229

total standard deviation remains large, which may be explained by the confusion of the showers1230

and wrong track extrapolation - the reconstruction mistakes that happen independently of the1231

method. The RMS90 has improved significantly and now is 17 ps. Notably, the RMS90 of1232

the novel method is smaller than the standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian, meaning that1233

by removing the outermost 10% of the distribution, the parts of the Gaussian distribution1234

are also removed. By removing parts of the Gaussian tails, the RMS90 of the distribution1235

becomes smaller than the standard deviation of the Gaussian. Thus, with the novel TOF1236

reconstruction, the non-gaussian tails of the distribution contain less than 10% of the particles,1237

which is a considerable improvement in the efficiency of the TOF reconstruction method.1238
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also help PFlow?

17 ps

𝚫T(ToF) ≈ 𝚫T(hit) / √ (Nhit) holds ! 
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Methods for Calo ToF Reconstruction II
Machine-Learning!

Transformer Network 
• hit position (3D)

• hit time

• hit energy

• dist(3D) to ECal entry point

• dist(2D) to track extrapolation

• dist(1D) from median time
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Definition of Separation Power
between different particle species

• thin slices in p

• define

Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688

39
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wrongly accepted backtground
all background events
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In each momentum bin, the cut is selected so rmisID = 1� ", as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.372

Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376

Z = 2��1("), (6.6)

where ��1 is the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian:377

�(x) =
1

p
2⇡

Z
x

�1
e�x

2
/2dx (6.7)

The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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Figure 6.1: ⇡, K, and p bands of TOF PID obtained from the full ILD reconstruction with the

assumed 30 ps TOF resolution.

which become increasingly important with better TOF and track length resolutions available356

for future experiments. The width of the bands is determined by the momentum, the TOF,357

and the track length resolutions �p, �T , and �L, respectively. Qualitatively, the performance358

of TOF PID can be assessed by looking at 2D histograms in Fig. 6.1 and visually seeing at359

which momentum bands start to overlap. For a quantitative assessment, one can define a sep-360

aration power quantity. Different definitions of separation power exist, as shown in Eqs. (6.1)361

to (6.3). They produce equal results for two Gaussians with equal standard deviations �1 = �2362

but slightly differ if �1 6= �2.363
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max(�1, �2)
(6.3)364

In essence, they all aim to estimate the distance between the means of two Gaussians in365

units of their standard deviations. This study calculates separation power in each momentum366

bin using a different "p-value" method [56]. Rather than considering the separation power as367

the distance between the means of two Gaussians, it is derived from the p-value measurement.368

Classification of particles requires the computation of a cut. With a given cut, one can define369

the efficiency and the misidentification as the fraction of "signal" and "background" particles370

passing the cut: Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5).371
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Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375
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assumed 30 ps TOF resolution.
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• not neccessarily Gaussian!

• separation power Z:

6.2 Common mistakes382

The actual performance of the TOF PID should not depend on the chosen method. However, the383

performance results may differ due to the assumptions made when calculating the performance.384

This section addresses a few common mistakes in the literature analysing TOF PID.385

Using Gaussian fit based separation power386

Most commonly, the separation power is estimated by fitting a Gaussian to each distribution387

and calculating the distance between their mean values µ1, µ2 in standard deviations �1,�2 via388

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3). However, the momentum slice distributions are not necessarily Gaussian.389

Thus, µ and � of the Gaussian fits may poorly represent the underlying distributions correctly.390

Figure 6.3 shows the distributions shown in Fig. 6.2, but in the logarithmic scale with the391

thin red line representing a Gaussian fit to the Kaon distributions.392

Figure 6.3: Slightly broader view of Fig. 6.2 in a logarithmic scale illustrating long non-Gaussian

tails for both distributions. A thin red line highlights a Gaussian fit for Kaon distribution.

The distributions have long overlapping non-Gaussian tails, which are not accounted for if393

the separation power is calculated using Gaussian fits. The Gaussian fits ignore the tails, result-394

ing in overly optimistic standard deviations and, thus, overestimating the TOF PID perform-395

ance. Additionally, it is not given that distributions maintain the Gaussian shape in general.396

The � distributions, commonly used as a convention, may lead to non-Gaussian distributions,397

especially at low momentum slices, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.398

The method described in Section 6.1 and used in this study is expected to work for non-399
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• define

Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688
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In each momentum bin, the cut is selected so rmisID = 1� ", as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.372

Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376

Z = 2��1("), (6.6)

where ��1 is the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian:377
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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Figure 6.1: ⇡, K, and p bands of TOF PID obtained from the full ILD reconstruction with the

assumed 30 ps TOF resolution.

which become increasingly important with better TOF and track length resolutions available356

for future experiments. The width of the bands is determined by the momentum, the TOF,357

and the track length resolutions �p, �T , and �L, respectively. Qualitatively, the performance358

of TOF PID can be assessed by looking at 2D histograms in Fig. 6.1 and visually seeing at359

which momentum bands start to overlap. For a quantitative assessment, one can define a sep-360

aration power quantity. Different definitions of separation power exist, as shown in Eqs. (6.1)361

to (6.3). They produce equal results for two Gaussians with equal standard deviations �1 = �2362

but slightly differ if �1 6= �2.363
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In essence, they all aim to estimate the distance between the means of two Gaussians in365

units of their standard deviations. This study calculates separation power in each momentum366

bin using a different "p-value" method [56]. Rather than considering the separation power as367

the distance between the means of two Gaussians, it is derived from the p-value measurement.368

Classification of particles requires the computation of a cut. With a given cut, one can define369

the efficiency and the misidentification as the fraction of "signal" and "background" particles370

passing the cut: Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5).371
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so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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6.2 Common mistakes382

The actual performance of the TOF PID should not depend on the chosen method. However, the383

performance results may differ due to the assumptions made when calculating the performance.384

This section addresses a few common mistakes in the literature analysing TOF PID.385

Using Gaussian fit based separation power386

Most commonly, the separation power is estimated by fitting a Gaussian to each distribution387

and calculating the distance between their mean values µ1, µ2 in standard deviations �1,�2 via388

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3). However, the momentum slice distributions are not necessarily Gaussian.389

Thus, µ and � of the Gaussian fits may poorly represent the underlying distributions correctly.390

Figure 6.3 shows the distributions shown in Fig. 6.2, but in the logarithmic scale with the391

thin red line representing a Gaussian fit to the Kaon distributions.392

Figure 6.3: Slightly broader view of Fig. 6.2 in a logarithmic scale illustrating long non-Gaussian

tails for both distributions. A thin red line highlights a Gaussian fit for Kaon distribution.

The distributions have long overlapping non-Gaussian tails, which are not accounted for if393

the separation power is calculated using Gaussian fits. The Gaussian fits ignore the tails, result-394

ing in overly optimistic standard deviations and, thus, overestimating the TOF PID perform-395

ance. Additionally, it is not given that distributions maintain the Gaussian shape in general.396

The � distributions, commonly used as a convention, may lead to non-Gaussian distributions,397

especially at low momentum slices, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.398

The method described in Section 6.1 and used in this study is expected to work for non-399
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Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378
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versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688
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Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376

Z = 2��1("), (6.6)

where ��1 is the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian:377
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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Figure 6.1: ⇡, K, and p bands of TOF PID obtained from the full ILD reconstruction with the

assumed 30 ps TOF resolution.

which become increasingly important with better TOF and track length resolutions available356

for future experiments. The width of the bands is determined by the momentum, the TOF,357

and the track length resolutions �p, �T , and �L, respectively. Qualitatively, the performance358

of TOF PID can be assessed by looking at 2D histograms in Fig. 6.1 and visually seeing at359

which momentum bands start to overlap. For a quantitative assessment, one can define a sep-360

aration power quantity. Different definitions of separation power exist, as shown in Eqs. (6.1)361

to (6.3). They produce equal results for two Gaussians with equal standard deviations �1 = �2362

but slightly differ if �1 6= �2.363
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In essence, they all aim to estimate the distance between the means of two Gaussians in365

units of their standard deviations. This study calculates separation power in each momentum366

bin using a different "p-value" method [56]. Rather than considering the separation power as367

the distance between the means of two Gaussians, it is derived from the p-value measurement.368

Classification of particles requires the computation of a cut. With a given cut, one can define369

the efficiency and the misidentification as the fraction of "signal" and "background" particles370

passing the cut: Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5).371
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In each momentum bin, the cut is selected so rmisID = 1� ", as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.372

Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376

Z = 2��1("), (6.6)

where ��1 is the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian:377
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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6.2 Common mistakes382

The actual performance of the TOF PID should not depend on the chosen method. However, the383

performance results may differ due to the assumptions made when calculating the performance.384

This section addresses a few common mistakes in the literature analysing TOF PID.385

Using Gaussian fit based separation power386

Most commonly, the separation power is estimated by fitting a Gaussian to each distribution387

and calculating the distance between their mean values µ1, µ2 in standard deviations �1,�2 via388

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3). However, the momentum slice distributions are not necessarily Gaussian.389

Thus, µ and � of the Gaussian fits may poorly represent the underlying distributions correctly.390

Figure 6.3 shows the distributions shown in Fig. 6.2, but in the logarithmic scale with the391

thin red line representing a Gaussian fit to the Kaon distributions.392

Figure 6.3: Slightly broader view of Fig. 6.2 in a logarithmic scale illustrating long non-Gaussian

tails for both distributions. A thin red line highlights a Gaussian fit for Kaon distribution.

The distributions have long overlapping non-Gaussian tails, which are not accounted for if393

the separation power is calculated using Gaussian fits. The Gaussian fits ignore the tails, result-394

ing in overly optimistic standard deviations and, thus, overestimating the TOF PID perform-395

ance. Additionally, it is not given that distributions maintain the Gaussian shape in general.396

The � distributions, commonly used as a convention, may lead to non-Gaussian distributions,397

especially at low momentum slices, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.398

The method described in Section 6.1 and used in this study is expected to work for non-399
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3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376
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Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379
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from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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• accounts for non-Gaussian tails

the applied Gaussian smearing on TOF. Then, the distribution is sliced in O(10) momentum707

bins, chosen as a compromise such that there is still a significant number of particles present708

at high momentum bins and that a steep performance drop due to particles not reaching the709

ECAL anymore is captured with enough points and not averaged out in a single bin at low710

momentum. For each momentum slice, the normalised mass-squared distributions for each711

particle species are drawn in ⇡/K and K/p combinations, as illustrated for the example in712

Fig. 6.2. The particle species are selected on the true level. Then, a value for the m2 cut is713

chosen so that the mis-id rate equals the efficiency rmisID = 1�" that defines a working point for714

the separation in a given momentum slice. Given the efficiency for a chosen m2 cut value, it can715

be converted to the separation power as defined in Eq. (6.6). Figure 6.23 presents the separation716

powers and the corresponding efficiencies of the TOF PID made in the fifty momentum slices717

in 0 – 18GeV/c momentum range assuming different TOF resolutions per particle in 0 – 100 ps718

range. The particles that do not reach the ECAL and have no reconstructed shower and, thus,

(a) ⇡
±

vs K
±

(b) K
±

vs p

Figure 6.23: The TOF PID separation powers obtained using Eq. (6.6) assuming different TOF

resolutions per particle with the best reconstruction algorithms derived in this study.
719

associated TOF measurement are not included in the plots. The separation power is defined720

with only two distributions and is produced for ⇡/K and K/p pairs, ignoring the background721

effects of the third particle species p and ⇡ correspondingly. The efficiency on the ⇡/K (K/p)722

separation power plots can be interpreted in both ways, as the efficiency of identifying K723

(p) given the ⇡ (K) background and as the efficiency of identifying ⇡ (K) given the K (p)724

background. It is because the chosen working point where rmisID = 1 � " makes these values725

identical. To determine K identification efficiency assuming both ⇡ and p as a background,726

41

ToF resolution per particle!
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Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688
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Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376

Z = 2��1("), (6.6)

where ��1 is the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian:377
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The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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Figure 6.1: ⇡, K, and p bands of TOF PID obtained from the full ILD reconstruction with the

assumed 30 ps TOF resolution.

which become increasingly important with better TOF and track length resolutions available356

for future experiments. The width of the bands is determined by the momentum, the TOF,357

and the track length resolutions �p, �T , and �L, respectively. Qualitatively, the performance358

of TOF PID can be assessed by looking at 2D histograms in Fig. 6.1 and visually seeing at359

which momentum bands start to overlap. For a quantitative assessment, one can define a sep-360

aration power quantity. Different definitions of separation power exist, as shown in Eqs. (6.1)361

to (6.3). They produce equal results for two Gaussians with equal standard deviations �1 = �2362

but slightly differ if �1 6= �2.363
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(6.3)364

In essence, they all aim to estimate the distance between the means of two Gaussians in365

units of their standard deviations. This study calculates separation power in each momentum366

bin using a different "p-value" method [56]. Rather than considering the separation power as367

the distance between the means of two Gaussians, it is derived from the p-value measurement.368

Classification of particles requires the computation of a cut. With a given cut, one can define369

the efficiency and the misidentification as the fraction of "signal" and "background" particles370

passing the cut: Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5).371
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correctly identified signals
all signal events
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In each momentum bin, the cut is selected so rmisID = 1� ", as illustrated in Fig. 6.2.372

Figure 6.2: The m2 distribution of ⇡ and K in the 3.14 – 3.43GeV momentum range obtained

from Fig. 6.1d assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle in the full ILD reconstruction.

Figure 6.2 shows a m2 distribution of ⇡ and K selected on a MC truth level in the 3.14 –373

3.43GeV momentum slice obtained from Fig. 6.1d. The cut value (dashed line) is calculated374

so the shaded areas that represent the misidentification of ⇡ as K and lost K are equal. The375

calculated efficiency " can be mapped to the separation power Z:376

Z = 2��1("), (6.6)

where ��1 is the inverse of a cumulative distribution function of a Gaussian:377

�(x) =
1

p
2⇡

Z
x

�1
e�x

2
/2dx (6.7)

The separation power definition shown in Eq. (6.6) results in an equivalent estimate to378

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) definitions when applied to two perfect Gaussians. However, it is more379

versatile as it can be applied to two distributions with arbitrary shapes, providing more honest380

results rather than when fitting a Gaussian.381
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• not neccessarily Gaussian!

• separation power Z:

6.2 Common mistakes382

The actual performance of the TOF PID should not depend on the chosen method. However, the383

performance results may differ due to the assumptions made when calculating the performance.384

This section addresses a few common mistakes in the literature analysing TOF PID.385

Using Gaussian fit based separation power386

Most commonly, the separation power is estimated by fitting a Gaussian to each distribution387

and calculating the distance between their mean values µ1, µ2 in standard deviations �1,�2 via388

Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3). However, the momentum slice distributions are not necessarily Gaussian.389

Thus, µ and � of the Gaussian fits may poorly represent the underlying distributions correctly.390

Figure 6.3 shows the distributions shown in Fig. 6.2, but in the logarithmic scale with the391

thin red line representing a Gaussian fit to the Kaon distributions.392

Figure 6.3: Slightly broader view of Fig. 6.2 in a logarithmic scale illustrating long non-Gaussian

tails for both distributions. A thin red line highlights a Gaussian fit for Kaon distribution.

The distributions have long overlapping non-Gaussian tails, which are not accounted for if393

the separation power is calculated using Gaussian fits. The Gaussian fits ignore the tails, result-394

ing in overly optimistic standard deviations and, thus, overestimating the TOF PID perform-395

ance. Additionally, it is not given that distributions maintain the Gaussian shape in general.396

The � distributions, commonly used as a convention, may lead to non-Gaussian distributions,397

especially at low momentum slices, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.398

The method described in Section 6.1 and used in this study is expected to work for non-399
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• accounts for non-Gaussian tails
10 ps / particle  
≙ 30 ps / hit  for 10 ECal layers 
=> > 3𝜎 for 1-5 GeV 𝛑 / K 
     > 3𝜎 for 1-8 GeV K / p

the applied Gaussian smearing on TOF. Then, the distribution is sliced in O(10) momentum707

bins, chosen as a compromise such that there is still a significant number of particles present708

at high momentum bins and that a steep performance drop due to particles not reaching the709

ECAL anymore is captured with enough points and not averaged out in a single bin at low710

momentum. For each momentum slice, the normalised mass-squared distributions for each711

particle species are drawn in ⇡/K and K/p combinations, as illustrated for the example in712

Fig. 6.2. The particle species are selected on the true level. Then, a value for the m2 cut is713

chosen so that the mis-id rate equals the efficiency rmisID = 1�" that defines a working point for714

the separation in a given momentum slice. Given the efficiency for a chosen m2 cut value, it can715

be converted to the separation power as defined in Eq. (6.6). Figure 6.23 presents the separation716

powers and the corresponding efficiencies of the TOF PID made in the fifty momentum slices717

in 0 – 18GeV/c momentum range assuming different TOF resolutions per particle in 0 – 100 ps718

range. The particles that do not reach the ECAL and have no reconstructed shower and, thus,

(a) ⇡
±

vs K
±

(b) K
±

vs p

Figure 6.23: The TOF PID separation powers obtained using Eq. (6.6) assuming different TOF

resolutions per particle with the best reconstruction algorithms derived in this study.
719

associated TOF measurement are not included in the plots. The separation power is defined720

with only two distributions and is produced for ⇡/K and K/p pairs, ignoring the background721

effects of the third particle species p and ⇡ correspondingly. The efficiency on the ⇡/K (K/p)722

separation power plots can be interpreted in both ways, as the efficiency of identifying K723

(p) given the ⇡ (K) background and as the efficiency of identifying ⇡ (K) given the K (p)724

background. It is because the chosen working point where rmisID = 1 � " makes these values725

identical. To determine K identification efficiency assuming both ⇡ and p as a background,726
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ToF resolution per particle!
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ToF & dE/dx Separation Power
ILD can combine the two

true TOF used in this chapter. Furthermore, shower overlapping is not an issue for the TOF759

PID implemented via a dedicated timing layer before the ECAL. However, assuming TOF760

reconstruction implemented using multiple ECAL hits, presented in Chapter 7, may perform761

worse with the denser environment such as tt̄.762

6.8 The interplay between TOF and dE/dx PID763

The detectors with the gaseous tracking provide dE/dx PID that focuses on high-momentum764

particles. In ILD, dE/dx resolution below 5% is reachable [59]. TOF PID complements dE/dx765

PID at low momentum, covering the blind spots that are entirely inaccessible to dE/dx PID766

due to the nature of overlapping Bethe-Bloch curves, providing a concrete motivation for this767

study. The complementary nature of TOF PID to dE/dx PID is known. However, it has768

not been studied in detail concerning the different time resolution scenarios. Moreover, this769

study provides substantial improvements to the previous TOF PID and evaluation method of770

its performance, which motivates another look into the interplay between dE/dx and TOF771

PIDs. Figure 6.24 shows ⇡/K and K/p separation for existing dE/dx1 at ILD and the current772

state-of-the-art TOF PID method assuming 30 ps TOF resolution per particle. The 30 ps is

(a) ⇡
±

vs K
±

(b) K
±

vs p

Figure 6.24: The separation powers obtained using Eq. (6.6) for TOF PID assuming 30 ps TOF

resolution per particle and dE/dx PID from the standard reconstruction at ILD.

773

chosen as achievable by the current technology and for comparison with the previous result,774

which is discussed below. The separation powers are derived identically for dE/dx and TOF ,775

1
the angular correction is applied https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/9197/

43

• 30 ps / particle                             
≙ 100 ps / hit  for 10 ECal layers 
• dE/dx res. ~4.5% 
=> > 3𝜎 for 0.5-18 GeV 𝛑 / K 
     > 3𝜎 for 0.5-5 GeV K / p
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• dE/dx res. ~4.5% 
=> > 3𝜎 for 0.5-18 GeV 𝛑 / K 
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presents results as in Fig. 6.24, but assuming 10 ps TOF resolution per particle. Improving the

(a) ⇡
±

vs K
±

(b) K
±

vs p

Figure 6.26: The separation powers obtained using Eq. (6.6) for TOF PID assuming 10 ps TOF

resolution per particle and dE/dx PID from the standard reconstruction at ILD.

828

TOF resolution to 10 ps makes TOF PID complement dE/dx PID on a substantially broader829

momentum range, enhancing overall PID up to 10GeV/c (20GeV/c) momentum for ⇡/K830

(K/p) separation.831

6.9 Outlook832

This chapter discusses remaining open questions and potential ways for improving this analysis833

further.834

TOF PID in full Si detector design835

This study showcases the importance of the precise track length reconstruction, as it can be836

a limiting factor for TOF PID with O(10 ps) TOF resolutions, as shown in Section 6.6. This837

study assesses different track length reconstruction algorithms in Section 6.4 and proves that838

precise track length reconstruction is achievable using the ILD detector with a TPC as a839

central tracker with 220 radial hits. However, no track length reconstruction studies exist840

that use full Si detectors. Thus, it is not shown that track length is not a limiting factor841

for TOF PID in full Si detector concepts. A full Si central tracker substantially differs from842

a TPC. The current TPC at ILD has 220 radial hits, while full Si trackers have only O(10)843
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≙   30 ps / hit  for 10 ECal layers 

• dE/dx res. ~4.5% 
=> > 3𝜎 for 0.5-18 GeV 𝛑 / K 
     > 3𝜎 for 0.5-8 GeV K / p
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ToF & dE/dx Separation Power
ILD can combine the two

• ToF covers low-momentum dips in dE/dx at > 3𝜎 level

• large part of the momentum range even > 4𝜎

• contributes up to ~10 GeV (K/p even up to 20 GeV)

• superseeds IDR plot! 
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pi/K/p momentum spectra 
Generator-level and after reconstruction

• most particles actually are ToF-
relevant momentum range


• but often not the leading K, p 
etc => ML-based taggers use 
PID infor for alll particles


• many 𝛑 / K with p <1 GeV  
decay in tracker  => if kink is 
identified in TPC, could still do 
ToF with more complex 
algorithm

(a) ⇡
±
. (b) K

±
. (c) p.

Figure 8.2: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in different decay modes of

e+e� ! Z ! qq̄ at ECM = 250GeV/c2.

least in bb̄. The most noticeable difference is in K± momentum distributions. uū and dd̄1366

show identical distributions for K±. K± in these decay modes are produced directly in the1367

hadronisation process and are not directly associated with the quark products of Z boson.1368

ss̄ has slightly more K± produced on top of the uū and dd̄ distributions, especially at high1369

momentum. These additional K± come directly from the hadronisation of s quarks and are1370

often leading particles, which is visible by the elevated tail and larger fraction of K± beyond1371

10GeV/c momentum of ss̄ compared to the uū and dd̄. Consequently, cc̄ and bb̄ produce even1372

more K± overall due to the additionally produced K± in the typical decay chains of D and B1373

mesons from c and b quarks respectively. Due to these decay chains of intermediate hadrons, the1374

overall momentum distribution of K± in cc̄ and bb̄ is shifted towards low momentum compared1375

to ss̄. Regardless of the decay channels of Z boson, all distributions look overall alike with1376

similar peak positions around 0.5GeV/c for ⇡±, 1GeV/c for K±, and 1.5GeV/c for p.1377

W+W�
! `⌫`qq̄1378

Figure 8.3 shows momentum distributions for the W+W�
! `⌫`qq̄ decay channel with similar1379

properties to the ones shown in Fig. 8.2 for the Z ! qq̄. For Fig. 8.3, only left-handed1380

electrons and right-handed positrons were considered (eLpR), as the other polarisation option1381

is strongly suppressed in this process. The polarisation impacts the final cross-section of the1382

physics channel. However, it is not expected to impact the momentum distribution of hadrons1383

discussed in this section. The semileptonic decay channel is chosen to be comparable to the di-jet1384

74

(a) ⇡
±
. (b) K

±
. (c) p.

Figure 8.4: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in different decay modes of

Higgs boson in e+e� ! HZ ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧H at ECM = 250GeV/c2.

Beam background overlay1403

During the simulation, each generated physics process is overlayed with the particles coming1404

from the beam background, as described in Chapter 5. These particles are independent of the1405

physics process but heavily depend on the parameters of the incoming beams defined by the1406

accelerator facility. In particular, the beam background wildly differs for linear and circular1407

collider options. Due to its known low momentum, rejecting beam background is one of the1408

potential applications of the TOF PID. The momentum distributions above explicitly exclude1409

overlayed particles from the beam background and illustrate only the hadrons produced directly1410

in the physics processes. The beam background hadrons from �� ! low pT hadrons overlay are1411

presented in Fig. 8.5. The beam background’s momentum distributions have distinctly different

(a) ⇡
±
. (b) K

±
. (c) p.

Figure 8.5: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in the ILC-like beam back-

ground �� ! low pThadrons at ECM = 250GeV/c2.
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Figure 8.5: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in the ILC-like beam back-
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(a) ⇡
±
. (b) K

±
. (c) p.

Figure 8.6: Momentum distributions of generated and reconstructed ⇡±, K±, and p from

Z ! ss̄ at ECM = 250GeV/c2.

of creating PFO objects. Notably, the sudden drop of K± above 1GeV/c is most likely caused1440

by the PandoraPFA creating the PFOs, as no drop of tracking efficiency at this momentum is1441

expected. However, the exact reason is not entirely understood and is subject to further invest-1442

igation. It is especially relevant for reconstructing secondary vertices, as the current LCFIPlus1443

software relies on the PFOs, not separate tracks, to form the vertices, resulting in missing a1444

considerable fraction of K±, that are vital input for flavour tagging. In principle, the fraction1445

of particles in the pink curves can be further increased by optimising the reconstruction. The1446

PandoraPFA used for creating PFOs is optimised for the jet energy resolution and not neces-1447

sarily for tracking performance, which can be optimised for PID purposes. The particles in the1448

pink curves with the reconstructed track are accessible for dE/dx PID but not necessarily for1449

TOF PID. TOF PID requires the endpoint with the corresponding time measurement. How-1450

ever, the particles with low momentum can decay in the tracking volume without reaching the1451

outer tracker or calorimeter. The following green lines show the reconstructed particles with a1452

track, excluding particles decayed inside the tracking volume. These particles can be assumed1453

to reach the outer tracker for TOF measurement and be accessible for TOF PID. A substantial1454

amount of low momentum particles decay in the tracking volume, limiting the impact of TOF1455

PID overall, especially for overlay rejection. The last red curves show particles with the recon-1456

structed track and shower, which look similar to the green curves. The particles from the red1457

curves are accessible for TOF PID using timing in the calorimeter, as presented in Chapter 7.1458

However, the shower confusion is not considered in Fig. 8.6. Especially in the endcap, the1459

reconstructed shower may contain substantial energy deposits from different particles, making1460
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Figure 8.2: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in different decay modes of

e+e� ! Z ! qq̄ at ECM = 250GeV/c2.
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W+W�
! `⌫`qq̄1378
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Figure 8.4: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in different decay modes of

Higgs boson in e+e� ! HZ ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧H at ECM = 250GeV/c2.

Beam background overlay1403
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Figure 8.5: Momentum distributions of ⇡±, K±, and p produced in the ILC-like beam back-

ground �� ! low pThadrons at ECM = 250GeV/c2.
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Figure 8.6: Momentum distributions of generated and reconstructed ⇡±, K±, and p from

Z ! ss̄ at ECM = 250GeV/c2.
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TOF PID. TOF PID requires the endpoint with the corresponding time measurement. How-1450

ever, the particles with low momentum can decay in the tracking volume without reaching the1451

outer tracker or calorimeter. The following green lines show the reconstructed particles with a1452

track, excluding particles decayed inside the tracking volume. These particles can be assumed1453

to reach the outer tracker for TOF measurement and be accessible for TOF PID. A substantial1454

amount of low momentum particles decay in the tracking volume, limiting the impact of TOF1455

PID overall, especially for overlay rejection. The last red curves show particles with the recon-1456

structed track and shower, which look similar to the green curves. The particles from the red1457

curves are accessible for TOF PID using timing in the calorimeter, as presented in Chapter 7.1458

However, the shower confusion is not considered in Fig. 8.6. Especially in the endcap, the1459

reconstructed shower may contain substantial energy deposits from different particles, making1460
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Kaon purity
in Z->ss

• for same working point as before, i.e. effi = 1-misID (actual analyses 
might use other choice!)


• with ToF-30ps only, more K than 𝛑 for 1-3 GeV

• with ToF-10ps, improve to 1-6 GeV


=> without TPC, 10ps or better required to make ToF useful for Kaon ID

background and improves overall purity independently of the physics process.1517

The scenario of the PID without dE/dx, when TOF PID is the only available option, is1518

illustrated in Fig. 8.10 TOF PID with 30 ps TOF resolution per particle, shown in dashed,

(a) e
+
e
�
! Z ! ss̄. (b) e

+
e
�
! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg.

Figure 8.10: Momentum distributions of identified K± and misidentified ⇡± as K± with TOF

PID with 30 ps and 10 ps TOF resolution per particle.

1519

shows an excellent performance up to 3GeV/c momentum, at which point the efficiency begins1520

to drop and misidentification rate starts to increase rapidly ending up at a random guess level at1521

high momenta. With only TOF PID available, the difference in performance between 30 ps and1522

10 ps is more noticeable. Without a dedicated high-momentum PID tool, TOF PID can still1523

provide a good PID up to 7GeV/c momentum with 10 ps per particle. The misidentification is1524

then improved by a factor of two to three in 2 – 12GeV/c momentum range (solid blue lines)1525

compared to the 30 ps (dashed blue lines). The efficiency of K± identification is also improved,1526

illustrated by red lines.1527

Similarly to the K± ID discussed above, the p ID is analysed considering K± as background1528

particles, which is further shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. A similar conclusion for the TOF1529

PID for p ID can be drawn with an even higher impact due to the better momentum reach and1530

generally higher separation power. In particular, the efficiency of p ID of only dE/dx, shown1531

in Fig. 8.11 in dotted red, remain noticeably below 90% after the blind spot slightly above1532

2GeV/c momentum. It is also visible by the separation power plots, presented in Chapter 6,1533

as the dE/dx K/p separation power remains around two even at high momentum. TOF PID1534
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10 ps is more noticeable. Without a dedicated high-momentum PID tool, TOF PID can still1523

provide a good PID up to 7GeV/c momentum with 10 ps per particle. The misidentification is1524

then improved by a factor of two to three in 2 – 12GeV/c momentum range (solid blue lines)1525

compared to the 30 ps (dashed blue lines). The efficiency of K± identification is also improved,1526

illustrated by red lines.1527

Similarly to the K± ID discussed above, the p ID is analysed considering K± as background1528

particles, which is further shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. A similar conclusion for the TOF1529

PID for p ID can be drawn with an even higher impact due to the better momentum reach and1530

generally higher separation power. In particular, the efficiency of p ID of only dE/dx, shown1531

in Fig. 8.11 in dotted red, remain noticeably below 90% after the blind spot slightly above1532

2GeV/c momentum. It is also visible by the separation power plots, presented in Chapter 6,1533

as the dE/dx K/p separation power remains around two even at high momentum. TOF PID1534
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Figure 8.9: A zoomed-out version of Fig. 8.8.

the efficiency of hundred per cent " = 100%. The efficiency of the dE/dx combined with1498

TOF PID is visually very close to the perfect identification across all momentum ranges. The1499

two resolution options 30 ps and 10 ps are significantly overlapping with efficiency " > 95%,1500

making no visible difference on the plot. Nevertheless, the comparison of their performance1501

can be judged by the misidentification rate. Having TOF PID even with 30 ps reduces the1502

misidentification rate in the blind spot by a factor of ten compared to only dE/dx. Furthermore,1503

starting from the 0.8GeV/c, the number of background ⇡± becomes smaller than the number1504

of correctly identified K±. The overall number of the misidentified ⇡± is substantially reduced,1505

noticeable up to 5GeV/c momentum compared to the dE/dx only PID. The improvement of the1506

TOF resolution from 30 ps down to 10 ps can be seen from the comparison of blue dashed and1507

solid lines. While the change in efficiency is visually not noticeable, the misidentification can be1508

further reduced by a considerable factor, at most three, in 2.5 – 8GeV/c momentum range. The1509

effects on the different physics processes are qualitatively no different. e+e� ! Z ! ss̄ is chosen1510

as an example containing bigger fraction of leading K±, and e+e� ! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg as the1511

one with the softest K±. However, the momentum distributions of ⇡± look relatively similar1512

and independent from the physics process. As the main improvements come from reducing1513

the ⇡± background, no significant difference is observed between different physics processes,1514

as the identification efficiency is relatively high throughout all momentum range. TOF PID,1515

in combination with dE/dx, benefits overall K± ID by reducing a substantial amount of ⇡±
1516

81

full scale

than identified K±. To be consistent with the results shown in Chapter 6, this section’s analysis1480

is performed at the working point where rmisID = 1 � ". However, in future physics analyses,1481

the working point may be readjusted to suppress large ⇡± background, according to the purity1482

needs in a particular analysis. Figure 8.8 shows what fraction of hadrons are affected by the1483

different PID options. The dotted lines show the performance of only dE/dx PID, using dE/dx

(a) e
+
e
�
! Z ! ss̄. (b) e

+
e
�
! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg.

Figure 8.8: Momentum distributions of identified K± and misidentified ⇡± as K± with dE/dx

PID and dE/dx PID combined TOF PID with 30 ps and 10 ps TOF resolution per particle.

1484

performance at ILD. The red dotted lines represent the fraction of correctly identified K±, and1485

the dotted blue lines represent the fraction of misidentified ⇡± background as K±. In the 1 –1486

2GeV/c momentum range, the performance of dE/dx PID drops due to the Betha-Bloch curves1487

overlapping at 1GeV/c. While the momentum spectrum of K± having a track and not decaying1488

in a tracker drops shortly below 1GeV/c, the blind spot of dE/dx is still visible. At this point,1489

the identification is equivalent to random guessing. As there are substantially more ⇡± particles1490

in the analysed physics processes than K±, the number of misidentified ⇡± goes far above the1491

plotting range. Only around 1.8GeV/c momentum the number of misidentified ⇡± and correctly1492

identified K± become equal, further improving at higher momenta. Figure 8.9 shows a zoomed-1493

out version of ?? top illustrate how much ⇡± background mixed in at low momentum at the1494

blind spot of dE/dx PID. The dashed and solid lines represent the performance of the dE/dx1495

PID combined with the TOF PID assuming 30 ps (10 ps) TOF resolution per particle in dashed1496

(solid) lines. The black lines represent the total momentum distribution of K± illustrating1497

80

zoom

• with dE/dx only, overwhelmed by 𝛑 below 2 GeV

• adding ToF-30ps, K useful down to 1 GeV

• ToF-10ps improves purity a lot in 2-7 GeV!


=> with TPC, 30ps is enough to cover “hole” at low 
momenta, however 10ps significantly improves 
purity at higher momenta!
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• for same working point as before, i.e. effi = 1-misID (actual analyses 
might use other choice!)


• with ToF-30ps only, more K than 𝛑 for 1-3 GeV

• with ToF-10ps, improve to 1-6 GeV


=> without TPC, 10ps or better required to make ToF useful for Kaon ID
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Figure 8.10: Momentum distributions of identified K± and misidentified ⇡± as K± with TOF

PID with 30 ps and 10 ps TOF resolution per particle.

1519

shows an excellent performance up to 3GeV/c momentum, at which point the efficiency begins1520

to drop and misidentification rate starts to increase rapidly ending up at a random guess level at1521

high momenta. With only TOF PID available, the difference in performance between 30 ps and1522

10 ps is more noticeable. Without a dedicated high-momentum PID tool, TOF PID can still1523

provide a good PID up to 7GeV/c momentum with 10 ps per particle. The misidentification is1524

then improved by a factor of two to three in 2 – 12GeV/c momentum range (solid blue lines)1525

compared to the 30 ps (dashed blue lines). The efficiency of K± identification is also improved,1526

illustrated by red lines.1527

Similarly to the K± ID discussed above, the p ID is analysed considering K± as background1528

particles, which is further shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. A similar conclusion for the TOF1529

PID for p ID can be drawn with an even higher impact due to the better momentum reach and1530

generally higher separation power. In particular, the efficiency of p ID of only dE/dx, shown1531

in Fig. 8.11 in dotted red, remain noticeably below 90% after the blind spot slightly above1532

2GeV/c momentum. It is also visible by the separation power plots, presented in Chapter 6,1533

as the dE/dx K/p separation power remains around two even at high momentum. TOF PID1534
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in the analysed physics processes than K±, the number of misidentified ⇡± goes far above the1491
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10 ps is more noticeable. Without a dedicated high-momentum PID tool, TOF PID can still1523

provide a good PID up to 7GeV/c momentum with 10 ps per particle. The misidentification is1524

then improved by a factor of two to three in 2 – 12GeV/c momentum range (solid blue lines)1525

compared to the 30 ps (dashed blue lines). The efficiency of K± identification is also improved,1526

illustrated by red lines.1527

Similarly to the K± ID discussed above, the p ID is analysed considering K± as background1528

particles, which is further shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. A similar conclusion for the TOF1529

PID for p ID can be drawn with an even higher impact due to the better momentum reach and1530

generally higher separation power. In particular, the efficiency of p ID of only dE/dx, shown1531

in Fig. 8.11 in dotted red, remain noticeably below 90% after the blind spot slightly above1532

2GeV/c momentum. It is also visible by the separation power plots, presented in Chapter 6,1533

as the dE/dx K/p separation power remains around two even at high momentum. TOF PID1534
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the efficiency of hundred per cent " = 100%. The efficiency of the dE/dx combined with1498

TOF PID is visually very close to the perfect identification across all momentum ranges. The1499

two resolution options 30 ps and 10 ps are significantly overlapping with efficiency " > 95%,1500

making no visible difference on the plot. Nevertheless, the comparison of their performance1501

can be judged by the misidentification rate. Having TOF PID even with 30 ps reduces the1502

misidentification rate in the blind spot by a factor of ten compared to only dE/dx. Furthermore,1503

starting from the 0.8GeV/c, the number of background ⇡± becomes smaller than the number1504

of correctly identified K±. The overall number of the misidentified ⇡± is substantially reduced,1505

noticeable up to 5GeV/c momentum compared to the dE/dx only PID. The improvement of the1506

TOF resolution from 30 ps down to 10 ps can be seen from the comparison of blue dashed and1507

solid lines. While the change in efficiency is visually not noticeable, the misidentification can be1508

further reduced by a considerable factor, at most three, in 2.5 – 8GeV/c momentum range. The1509

effects on the different physics processes are qualitatively no different. e+e� ! Z ! ss̄ is chosen1510

as an example containing bigger fraction of leading K±, and e+e� ! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg as the1511

one with the softest K±. However, the momentum distributions of ⇡± look relatively similar1512

and independent from the physics process. As the main improvements come from reducing1513

the ⇡± background, no significant difference is observed between different physics processes,1514

as the identification efficiency is relatively high throughout all momentum range. TOF PID,1515

in combination with dE/dx, benefits overall K± ID by reducing a substantial amount of ⇡±
1516
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than identified K±. To be consistent with the results shown in Chapter 6, this section’s analysis1480

is performed at the working point where rmisID = 1 � ". However, in future physics analyses,1481

the working point may be readjusted to suppress large ⇡± background, according to the purity1482

needs in a particular analysis. Figure 8.8 shows what fraction of hadrons are affected by the1483

different PID options. The dotted lines show the performance of only dE/dx PID, using dE/dx
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performance at ILD. The red dotted lines represent the fraction of correctly identified K±, and1485

the dotted blue lines represent the fraction of misidentified ⇡± background as K±. In the 1 –1486

2GeV/c momentum range, the performance of dE/dx PID drops due to the Betha-Bloch curves1487

overlapping at 1GeV/c. While the momentum spectrum of K± having a track and not decaying1488

in a tracker drops shortly below 1GeV/c, the blind spot of dE/dx is still visible. At this point,1489

the identification is equivalent to random guessing. As there are substantially more ⇡± particles1490

in the analysed physics processes than K±, the number of misidentified ⇡± goes far above the1491

plotting range. Only around 1.8GeV/c momentum the number of misidentified ⇡± and correctly1492

identified K± become equal, further improving at higher momenta. Figure 8.9 shows a zoomed-1493

out version of ?? top illustrate how much ⇡± background mixed in at low momentum at the1494

blind spot of dE/dx PID. The dashed and solid lines represent the performance of the dE/dx1495

PID combined with the TOF PID assuming 30 ps (10 ps) TOF resolution per particle in dashed1496

(solid) lines. The black lines represent the total momentum distribution of K± illustrating1497
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background and improves overall purity independently of the physics process.1517

The scenario of the PID without dE/dx, when TOF PID is the only available option, is1518

illustrated in Fig. 8.10 TOF PID with 30 ps TOF resolution per particle, shown in dashed,
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Figure 8.10: Momentum distributions of identified K± and misidentified ⇡± as K± with TOF

PID with 30 ps and 10 ps TOF resolution per particle.
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shows an excellent performance up to 3GeV/c momentum, at which point the efficiency begins1520

to drop and misidentification rate starts to increase rapidly ending up at a random guess level at1521

high momenta. With only TOF PID available, the difference in performance between 30 ps and1522

10 ps is more noticeable. Without a dedicated high-momentum PID tool, TOF PID can still1523

provide a good PID up to 7GeV/c momentum with 10 ps per particle. The misidentification is1524

then improved by a factor of two to three in 2 – 12GeV/c momentum range (solid blue lines)1525

compared to the 30 ps (dashed blue lines). The efficiency of K± identification is also improved,1526

illustrated by red lines.1527

Similarly to the K± ID discussed above, the p ID is analysed considering K± as background1528

particles, which is further shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. A similar conclusion for the TOF1529

PID for p ID can be drawn with an even higher impact due to the better momentum reach and1530

generally higher separation power. In particular, the efficiency of p ID of only dE/dx, shown1531

in Fig. 8.11 in dotted red, remain noticeably below 90% after the blind spot slightly above1532

2GeV/c momentum. It is also visible by the separation power plots, presented in Chapter 6,1533

as the dE/dx K/p separation power remains around two even at high momentum. TOF PID1534
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starting from the 0.8GeV/c, the number of background ⇡± becomes smaller than the number1504
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noticeable up to 5GeV/c momentum compared to the dE/dx only PID. The improvement of the1506
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further reduced by a considerable factor, at most three, in 2.5 – 8GeV/c momentum range. The1509
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as an example containing bigger fraction of leading K±, and e+e� ! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg as the1511

one with the softest K±. However, the momentum distributions of ⇡± look relatively similar1512

and independent from the physics process. As the main improvements come from reducing1513

the ⇡± background, no significant difference is observed between different physics processes,1514

as the identification efficiency is relatively high throughout all momentum range. TOF PID,1515

in combination with dE/dx, benefits overall K± ID by reducing a substantial amount of ⇡±
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2GeV/c momentum range, the performance of dE/dx PID drops due to the Betha-Bloch curves1487

overlapping at 1GeV/c. While the momentum spectrum of K± having a track and not decaying1488

in a tracker drops shortly below 1GeV/c, the blind spot of dE/dx is still visible. At this point,1489

the identification is equivalent to random guessing. As there are substantially more ⇡± particles1490

in the analysed physics processes than K±, the number of misidentified ⇡± goes far above the1491

plotting range. Only around 1.8GeV/c momentum the number of misidentified ⇡± and correctly1492

identified K± become equal, further improving at higher momenta. Figure 8.9 shows a zoomed-1493

out version of ?? top illustrate how much ⇡± background mixed in at low momentum at the1494

blind spot of dE/dx PID. The dashed and solid lines represent the performance of the dE/dx1495

PID combined with the TOF PID assuming 30 ps (10 ps) TOF resolution per particle in dashed1496

(solid) lines. The black lines represent the total momentum distribution of K± illustrating1497
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background and improves overall purity independently of the physics process.1517

The scenario of the PID without dE/dx, when TOF PID is the only available option, is1518

illustrated in Fig. 8.10 TOF PID with 30 ps TOF resolution per particle, shown in dashed,
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Figure 8.10: Momentum distributions of identified K± and misidentified ⇡± as K± with TOF

PID with 30 ps and 10 ps TOF resolution per particle.
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shows an excellent performance up to 3GeV/c momentum, at which point the efficiency begins1520

to drop and misidentification rate starts to increase rapidly ending up at a random guess level at1521

high momenta. With only TOF PID available, the difference in performance between 30 ps and1522

10 ps is more noticeable. Without a dedicated high-momentum PID tool, TOF PID can still1523

provide a good PID up to 7GeV/c momentum with 10 ps per particle. The misidentification is1524

then improved by a factor of two to three in 2 – 12GeV/c momentum range (solid blue lines)1525

compared to the 30 ps (dashed blue lines). The efficiency of K± identification is also improved,1526

illustrated by red lines.1527

Similarly to the K± ID discussed above, the p ID is analysed considering K± as background1528

particles, which is further shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12. A similar conclusion for the TOF1529

PID for p ID can be drawn with an even higher impact due to the better momentum reach and1530

generally higher separation power. In particular, the efficiency of p ID of only dE/dx, shown1531

in Fig. 8.11 in dotted red, remain noticeably below 90% after the blind spot slightly above1532

2GeV/c momentum. It is also visible by the separation power plots, presented in Chapter 6,1533

as the dE/dx K/p separation power remains around two even at high momentum. TOF PID1534
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misidentification rate in the blind spot by a factor of ten compared to only dE/dx. Furthermore,1503

starting from the 0.8GeV/c, the number of background ⇡± becomes smaller than the number1504

of correctly identified K±. The overall number of the misidentified ⇡± is substantially reduced,1505

noticeable up to 5GeV/c momentum compared to the dE/dx only PID. The improvement of the1506

TOF resolution from 30 ps down to 10 ps can be seen from the comparison of blue dashed and1507

solid lines. While the change in efficiency is visually not noticeable, the misidentification can be1508

further reduced by a considerable factor, at most three, in 2.5 – 8GeV/c momentum range. The1509

effects on the different physics processes are qualitatively no different. e+e� ! Z ! ss̄ is chosen1510

as an example containing bigger fraction of leading K±, and e+e� ! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg as the1511

one with the softest K±. However, the momentum distributions of ⇡± look relatively similar1512

and independent from the physics process. As the main improvements come from reducing1513

the ⇡± background, no significant difference is observed between different physics processes,1514

as the identification efficiency is relatively high throughout all momentum range. TOF PID,1515

in combination with dE/dx, benefits overall K± ID by reducing a substantial amount of ⇡±
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the dotted blue lines represent the fraction of misidentified ⇡± background as K±. In the 1 –1486

2GeV/c momentum range, the performance of dE/dx PID drops due to the Betha-Bloch curves1487

overlapping at 1GeV/c. While the momentum spectrum of K± having a track and not decaying1488

in a tracker drops shortly below 1GeV/c, the blind spot of dE/dx is still visible. At this point,1489
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Overview on Applications
Just a few brief comments
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fitted with K
±

mass hypothesis

(c) p fitted with ⇡
±

mass hypothesis (d) p fitted with p mass hypothesis

Figure 8.13: Reconstructed curvature ⌦ of K± (a, b) and p (c, d) tracks compared to the true

track’s curvature at the IP with the default ⇡± (a, c) and true (b, d) particle mass hypothesis

used during the fit procedure, as a function of the true particle momentum at the IP.
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Figure 8.13: Reconstructed curvature ⌦ of K± (a, b) and p (c, d) tracks compared to the true

track’s curvature at the IP with the default ⇡± (a, c) and true (b, d) particle mass hypothesis

used during the fit procedure, as a function of the true particle momentum at the IP.
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Figure 6.10.: Normalized residuals of energy and angles of kaons and protons with
tracks fitted with the standard pion mass hypothesis and tracks refitted with their
true mass
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Overview on Applications
Just a few brief comments

(a) K
±

fitted with ⇡
±

mass hypothesis (b) K
±

fitted with K
±

mass hypothesis

(c) p fitted with ⇡
±

mass hypothesis (d) p fitted with p mass hypothesis

Figure 8.13: Reconstructed curvature ⌦ of K± (a, b) and p (c, d) tracks compared to the true

track’s curvature at the IP with the default ⇡± (a, c) and true (b, d) particle mass hypothesis

used during the fit procedure, as a function of the true particle momentum at the IP.
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Figure 6.10.: Normalized residuals of energy and angles of kaons and protons with
tracks fitted with the standard pion mass hypothesis and tracks refitted with their
true mass
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track’s curvature at the IP with the default ⇡± (a, c) and true (b, d) particle mass hypothesis
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Figure 6.10.: Normalized residuals of energy and angles of kaons and protons with
tracks fitted with the standard pion mass hypothesis and tracks refitted with their
true mass
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Towards application in analysis
CPID

• state-of-the-art ToF requires

• new track length calculation => tracker hits!

• new hit time -> PFO time method => ECal hits!


=> this cannot be post-fixed on DST, REC saved for 
only few % of data

Equation (6.31) calculates the track length, as line segments in the sz space using z and671

tan� and avoids usage of the curvature ⌦ and azimutal angle ' compared to the previous672

method. Equation (6.31) yields substantially better track length reconstruction and allows673

for the proper track length reconstruction of the curled particle in the endcaps that was not674

possible with the previous method, limiting its usage mostly to the barrel region. The mass675

reconstruction is defined in Eq. (6.32) and uses harmonic mean average momentum. It allows676

for some accountability for the particle’s energy loss and improves the bias of the measured677

masses of charged hadrons, as presented in Section 6.5. The performance comparison between678

the previous and current state-of-the-art methods is presented in Figs. 6.21 and 6.22. The novel

(a) Previous state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30).

(b) Current state-of-the-art method defined by

Eqs. (6.31) and (6.32).

Figure 6.21: The mass-squared reconstructed with the TOF method assuming perfect TOF

resolution per particle of ⇡, K, and p as a function of the momentum illustrating the current

method b outperforming the previous method a.

679

method shown in Fig. 6.21b shows better reach for low momentum particles and generally has680

higher precision visible by the thinner bands throughout all momenta as compared to the681

Fig. 6.21a. In addition, one can see the effect of slight improvement caused by calculating682

the track length as a sum running through the track states at the tracker hits in contrast683

to calculating the track length of a whole track as a helix using the track state at the IP or684

ECAL, which is visible in the reduced halo when comparing to Fig. 6.14c. Figure 6.22 further685

highlights how limiting the improper track length reconstruction can be for the TOF PID. The686

perfect TOF resolution is assumed, and the difference between the two methods is mostly due687

to the better track length reconstruction approach. The sharper peak structure of the current688

39

today’s
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DST mass production 

— can only use IDR ToF
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today’s

method

All this not available on 
mc-2020 250GeV ILD 
DST mass production 

— can only use IDR ToF

CPID on single particles, 
1-100 GeV, with 

• dE/dx 4.5%  
• IDR ToF, 50ps /hit 
• Pandora PID 
• LeptonID in jets
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Same with TOF50

● From: CPID calibration for ILD 250 GeV production

● Train: singleP, infer: singleP

● 1 GeV < 100 GeV, 12 log bins

● Numbers: efficiency

● Using resolutions (“conservative”):

– dE/dx ~ 4.5 %

– TOF: 50 ps / ECal hit
(with ‘IDR method’)

– Pandora ID

– LeptonID (Leonhard)

● Slightly better pi/K
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Towards application in analysis
CPID

• state-of-the-art ToF requires

• new track length calculation => tracker hits!

• new hit time -> PFO time method => ECal hits!


=> this cannot be post-fixed on DST, REC saved for 
only few % of data
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today’s

method

All this not available on 
mc-2020 250GeV ILD 
DST mass production 

— can only use IDR ToF

• outlook: 

• new track length in master, could be used in a next ILD MC production

• hit -> PFO time algorithms not yet committed, but could live with effective smearing of true Geant time 

CPID on single particles, 
1-100 GeV, with 

• dE/dx 4.5%  
• IDR ToF, 50ps /hit 
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• LeptonID in jets
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Conclusions
and Outlook
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• over the last years lot of progress on reconstructing ToF for PID  
• track length => 220 TPC hits ✔  —all Si tracker ?

• including endcaps (multiple turns!)

• how to estimate ToF from ECal hits => 𝚫T(ToF) ≈ 𝚫T(hit) / √ (Nhit) holds 


• detector optimisation  
• 30 ps / particle — 100ps / ECal hit ~ 50ps / SET hit:


• all Si tracker: not very useful..?

• with TPC: enough to cover dE/dx “gaps” at low momentum


• 10 ps/ particle — 30ps / ECal hit ~ 15ps / SET hit:

• all Si tracker: Kaon ID ~1-6 GeV

• with TPC: significant improvement of Kaon purity 2-7 GeV!


• real-life problems not yet evaluated: synchronisation, clock jitter, power 
budget….  => needs ECal experts’ input! 

• physics applications:  
• many…

• full exploitation of PID information only starting 
•  stay tuned for ongoing ML flavour tagging
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than identified K±. To be consistent with the results shown in Chapter 6, this section’s analysis1480

is performed at the working point where rmisID = 1 � ". However, in future physics analyses,1481

the working point may be readjusted to suppress large ⇡± background, according to the purity1482

needs in a particular analysis. Figure 8.8 shows what fraction of hadrons are affected by the1483

different PID options. The dotted lines show the performance of only dE/dx PID, using dE/dx

(a) e
+
e
�
! Z ! ss̄. (b) e

+
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�
! ZH ! ⌫µ,⌧ ⌫̄µ,⌧gg.

Figure 8.8: Momentum distributions of identified K± and misidentified ⇡± as K± with dE/dx

PID and dE/dx PID combined TOF PID with 30 ps and 10 ps TOF resolution per particle.

1484

performance at ILD. The red dotted lines represent the fraction of correctly identified K±, and1485

the dotted blue lines represent the fraction of misidentified ⇡± background as K±. In the 1 –1486

2GeV/c momentum range, the performance of dE/dx PID drops due to the Betha-Bloch curves1487

overlapping at 1GeV/c. While the momentum spectrum of K± having a track and not decaying1488

in a tracker drops shortly below 1GeV/c, the blind spot of dE/dx is still visible. At this point,1489

the identification is equivalent to random guessing. As there are substantially more ⇡± particles1490

in the analysed physics processes than K±, the number of misidentified ⇡± goes far above the1491

plotting range. Only around 1.8GeV/c momentum the number of misidentified ⇡± and correctly1492

identified K± become equal, further improving at higher momenta. Figure 8.9 shows a zoomed-1493

out version of ?? top illustrate how much ⇡± background mixed in at low momentum at the1494

blind spot of dE/dx PID. The dashed and solid lines represent the performance of the dE/dx1495

PID combined with the TOF PID assuming 30 ps (10 ps) TOF resolution per particle in dashed1496

(solid) lines. The black lines represent the total momentum distribution of K± illustrating1497
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